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Adyar Poonga Ecological Restoration Project, Chennai
The Adyar Poonga Ecological Restoration Project in Chennai, Tamil Nadu, India is
restoring more than 350 acres of heavily urbanized and degraded wetlands in the
Adyar River estuary and creating a 58-acre nature park for residents of the city to
enjoy. Formerly subject to solid waste dumping and effluent and sewage outflow,
the river and its tributaries are now the focus of an ambitious program to not only
restore the system’s hydrology and biodiversity, but also raise awareness in the
local community about the importance of good environmental stewardship. Visit
the following link to watch a video about the project: http://ideadesign.in/?p=163
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Mangrove Restoration Training Course
March 4-6, 2010
World-renowned
mangrove
restoration expert Roy R.
“Robin” Lewis III will offer the
8th annual Mangrove Ecology,
Management and Restoration
Training Course in Hollywood,
Florida, USA from March 4-6,
2010. The workshop – previously taught in Mexico, Jamaica, Cuba, Nigeria, Thailand,
Vietnam, India and Sri Lanka
– will provide students a total
of 24 contact hours, including
an introduction to mangrove forest ecology, management options and problems,
and restoration design issues. Students
will learn mangrove restoration best practices – with primary emphasis given to the
Ecological Mangrove Restoration (EMR)
method – through detailed discussion of
5 case studies of successful projects, as
well as several unsuccessful projects, and
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field trips within the 500-hectare West Lake Park mangrove
restoration project, an awardwinning project designed by
Robin Lewis that is now more
than 20 years old. More information about the course, as
well as background literature
about mangrove restoration,
is available by visiting www.
mangroverestoration.com or
by contacting Robin Lewis at
LESRRL3@aol.com. To read
a newly completed Spanish translation of
Lewis’s Ecological engineering for successful management and restoration of
mangrove forests, go to
http://www.mangroverestoration.com/
downloads/Lewis%20Ecol%20Eng%20
2005%20combined%20Espanol%20
and%20English.pdf
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ne of the proposals discussed at the
conference was holding the 2nd
RIACRE Conference in conjunction
with the next SER International World
Conference on Ecological Restoration
RIACRE is still a nascent organization, to be held in Mérida, México in August
but it is steadily growing and is cur- 2011 (www.ser2011.org). This proposal
rently comprised of some 450 very en- would be mutually beneficial for both
thusiastic and dedicated members from SER International and RIACRE, as it
around Latin America, the Caribbean, could be organized in such a way as to
accommodate the interests of both instiItaly, Spain and Mozambique.
tutions, while simultaneously allowing
them to join forces in the search for soSER Latin American Representative Mauricio
Balensiefer (left) and Francisco A. Comín, Chair
of the SER2011 Conference Organizing Committee,
take a break from the action in Curitiba.
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View from the Chair
By Jim Harris | SER International Board Chair

I’d like to start by wishing all
our members a Happy New Year
and welcome to a new decade! We
have had an exciting and fruitful
2009, with the appointment of our
new Executive Director, Amanda
Jorgenson, who brings a wealth
of experience with her; a fabulous
conference in Perth, Western Australia; and a growing membership.
Our Chapters have been very active, with developments on several
fronts. As always, volunteers and
practitioners have been making a
difference on the ground, bringing ecosystems back into good
health, and securing the future of
those ecosystems by embedding
them in the life of the local community – reconnecting nature and
culture. The Science and Policy
Working Group, now chaired by
George Gann, has had active and
productive involvement with the
International Union for the Conservation of Nature (IUCN) and the
Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD). This work will deepen
and widen by expanded work with,
for example, the Ramsar Convention (also known as The Convention on Wetlands of International
Importance). This means that the
work all of you are doing in ecological restoration is also informing international policy and legislation. The SER International Primer
and other Foundation Documents
continue to be key tools in moving
this forward.

The year
ahead is no less
exciting, with
several initiatives and activities in prospect.
The SER International office is
currently migrating records to a new Membership database, which we are confident will help us serve your needs
more effectively. In February, SER
will be participating in the Ramsar
Scientific and Technical Review
Panel mid-term workshop to help
develop restoration guidelines for
the next Ramsar Conference of
the Parties. SER is also planning
to be an observer at the next CBD
Conference of the Parties to be
held in Nagoya, Japan this October. The SER Europe conference
in Avignon, France in August will
also afford opportunities for SER
International involvement. The
Science and Policy Working Group
promises to have an active year
issuing new Briefing Notes and
Policy Position Statements.
The growing pressures of food
security and climate change (despite the disappointing outcome of
the Copenhagen Conference) make
the work of ecological restoration
more important than ever. We
achieve this by carrying out restoration at a variety of scales, and
teaching, researching and disseminating good practice and knowl-

edge – something we are very good
at. We are moving rapidly towards
the establishment of a Certification Programme – more news on
this soon. Our journal, Restoration
Ecology, is literally expanding, as
we are increasing the number of issues published each year due to the
huge increase in submissions over
the last few years, and the significantly increased Impact Factor.
There’s a lot going on, with
plenty of opportunity to share your
work and ideas with fellow restorationists. Please check the SER
Calendar of Events in the “Meeting” Section on the SERI website.
We are keen to have members engaged with the Society’s activities
at all levels. We are also very keen
to recruit new members, so if you
know someone, or a group, who is
interested or engaged in ecological restoration, please encourage
them to join us! We look forward
to your feedback and participation
in Chapters, meetings, conferences,
field trips and governance of the
Society. Please be in touch and let
us know how we can serve you
better.
Yours truly,
Jim Harris, Chair
Society for Ecological
Restoration International

Mark Your Calendar!
Many exciting and important events related to ecological restoration have been planned for
2010. Visit our Conferences listing on the Global Restoration Network to see a complete list
and begin making travel plans.

http://www.globalrestorationnetwork.org/conferences/
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A Note from the New Executive Director
Dear SER members:
Let me start by joining Jim in wishing all of you a Happy and Prosperous New
Year.
For the past few months, I have been learning about the history of SER International, its accomplishments, and its current status as an organization, as well as
the future initiatives that the Board of Directors has approved. Needless to say,
I am thrilled and honored to be a part of SER International. I feel this way not
only because I fully identify with the mission of SER, but also because -- more
than ever -- I appreciate the importance that ecological restoration has in ensuring the survival of life on Earth, including our own.
During its 21 years of existence, SER has worked judiciously to advance both the science and practice of ecological restoration. SER has accomplished this through its publications, position papers, and local, regional,
and international conferences. As a result, the Society is now a well-respected and reasonably-well-known
organization. With 14 chapters (most of which are in North America) and about 3,000 members in nearly 50
countries, SER is able to promote Restoration Ecology as a key discipline to help bring about sustainable
development, as well as to support conservation efforts. Notwithstanding the progress that we have made,
however, much remains to be done to increase public awareness about the importance of restoring disturbed
and damaged ecosystems. This is not a simple task.
As humankind confronts increasingly complex environmental issues, decision makers around the world need
scientific and practical information that is also relevant and credible in order to make critical choices about
the future of our planet. We can help. SER is comprised of restoration ecology scientists and practitioners—
primary sources of relevant and credible information. This is one of the main characteristics of SER that
permits us to play an important role in sustainable development and conservation efforts around the globe.
Thus, we must all actively work to create new knowledge. SER must also continue to facilitate the exchange
of information among scientists, practitioners, decision makers, and stakeholders. Our publications, position
papers, and local, regional, and international conferences are critical to this process.
Likewise, the Society as a whole must expand its geographic presence, increase and diversify its membership,
and generate new sources of income. Toward this end, we have decided to relocate the SER International office from Tucson, Arizona to Washington D.C. in late spring of this year in hopes of increasing the Society’s
international presence and strengthening its relationship with other nonprofit organizations and government
agencies. The Society has made great strides over the past couple of years toward playing a more active role
in national and international fora, and opening an office in Washington D.C. will aid us tremendously in these
efforts.
In addition to the activities of the International office, SER chapters and guilds play a key role at the local
and regional levels in identifying and responding to an increasing array of conservation threats. Our actions
at these levels have the capacity to attract new members, as well as to inform stakeholders about key local
issues. We must therefore strive to increase the size and number of our chapters in order to expand our reach,
but it won’t be an easy task.
The job ahead of us promises to be challenging, but I am optimistic about the future of this great organization.
Everyone can contribute, and with your help, SER will continue to position itself as the global ecological
restoration leader. I look forward to working with you!
Amanda Jorgenson
Executive Director
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A Bridge to the Tropics: Restoration Across Borders
By Matt Bare, on behalf of the Orchid & Botanical Garden of Puyo, Ecuador, a SER International member

Most days as I browse the online cross section transplanted orchids from the region (one of the richest
of eco news, I find encouraging stories about restoration in the world), built trails and a small museum, and now
activities, mostly in the U.S., where local land manag- makes a comfortable living showing tourists around his
ers have teamed with landowners, local governments, restored microcosm of tropical rainforest.
Ecuador is one of the most biodiverse countries
schools and volunteers to get their hands dirty replantin the world, harboring 5% of
ing a waterway or brownfield. It
global species diversity in just
is heartening to hear these sto0.17% of the world’s land area.
ries, but it makes me think of
Yet, it also holds the distinction
the maxim: “Think globally, act
of suffering from the highest rate
locally.” Well, it’s 2010, and in
of deforestation in the Amazon,
the flat world of today, I think it’s
with the clearing of forest land
time we change that aphorism to:
almost always being driven by
“Think globally, act locally and
demand for valuable timber speglobally.”
cies, followed by cattle grazing.
Educated people don’t
On our plot of land, Telneed many reminders of just how
lo purchased the pasture land in
small the world has become. This
1980 and began planting native
trend toward smaller distances
tree species common to the reand greater integration of global
gion. He soon found that almost
society is often held in a favorphoto courtesy of Omar Tello
nothing would grow in the deable light for all of the benefits
Omar Tello working with volunteers
graded soil, and subsequently
and synergies it affords, but there
are hidden costs to this increased interdependence. An began the task of fertilizing, by hand, his entire plot. He
estimated 25% of the air pollution in southern Califor- used sawdust, chicken manure, and other locally availnia comes from China; invasive species from around able organic materials for fertilizer, and found that sawthe world threaten our natural areas every year; and the dust also had the added benefit of smothering pasture
north’s carbon emissions cause climate disruptions driv- grass. As pioneer trees, such as Pouroma sp, Pollalester
discolor, and Cecropia sp., began to grow, crickets and
ing tropical cloud forest frogs to extinction.
grasshoppers came in to devour
When we begin restorall of the initial tree plantings.
ing our lands, it is only natural
After several years of
that we begin in our own backtrial and error, with much more
yard. But it’s time we take a look
error than success, trees finally
around our backyard and say,
began to successfully establish
“Hey, we’ve done an alright job.”
themselves. Leaf litter aided
And because we have, many parts
soil fertility, and root growth
of Europe and the U.S. have seen
stemmed erosion. Spiders arpositive forest growth in the 20th
rived, controlling pest outbreaks,
century; we’ve passed laws that
and springs began to flow in arprotect our water, air, natural areas that had previously been dry,
eas, and endangered species; and
offering habitat to amphibians,
we’ve created an environmental
which further aided pest control.
awareness that pervades into the
photo courtesy of Matt Bare
After twenty years, large-scale
daily lives of (most) people.
Omar
Tello
working
in
the reserve
fertilization was finally stopped,
Where does this leave us?
and today fertilization is still
Isn’t it time we look beyond o u r
borders and begin taking action where it’s needed most? practiced only on selected species, namely slow growing
Where is the vast majority of the world’s deforestation, climax species: Tabebuia sp., Sweitenia spp., and Ceiba
species loss, and (increasingly) air pollution coming spp. Left to its own, this pasture would have lost topsoil
from? Where does lack of access to clean water threaten and not have been able to restore itself.
Today, the land is a healthy secondary forest with
huge segments of the population?
I work with a small botanical reserve in the Am- a species richness that rivals that of primary forest. Alazon region of Ecuador, alongside Omar Tello, a local most 300 species of arachnids and 80 species of birds
man who has spent 30 years transforming a tiny patch of have been surveyed, and monkeys, sloths, ant eaters,
cow pasture into a healthy forest. Along the way, he has and capybaras frequently visit. Private donations have
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Restoration Across Borders
(continued)

built an interpretative museum at the reserve; schools funds. For this very reason, organizations such as Peace
visit from all over Ecuador; and volunteers arrive from Corps can serve as a bridge between groups in the US
all over the world. Currently our reserve is working with and communities in developing countries.
local authorities and the Orchid Conservation Coalition
Doctors Without Borders is another well known
(http://www.orchidconservationcoalition.org/pr/jblore- service organization, and one that has provided a model
store.html) in an attempt to acquire more land and create upon which other similar initatives are based. In my time
a corridor to a riwith Peace Corps
parian area. What
in Ecuador, I’ve
is remarkable is
had a side projthat all of this was
ect to provide a
created by the
town water supwork of just one
ply with a group
local man and his
from Engineers
family.
Without Borders.
EcologiBut why don’t we
cal Restoration
have a “Restoraneeds to put a new
tionists Without
lens on its goals of
Borders”? There
restoring habitats,
are programs to
photos courtesy of Omar Tello
protecting biodiadopt a highway
Degraded pastureland is restored back to species-rich forest
versity, and faciliand more recently,
tating community
adopt a stream.
access to healthy ecosystems. If one man without sup- How about adopt-a-natural area, only each natural area
port from nongovernment organizations, universities, in the US adopts a natural area in the tropics? A reserve
or local governments can make this kind of difference, in the Great Lakes with a reserve around Lake Victoria;
imagine what could be possible with the support of the the Sierra Nevada with Cordillera del Condor in Colomecological restoration community. If our reserve is lucky bia and Ecuador; and the Chesapeake Bay with the enenough to acquire our neighbor’s land, we could restore dangered Atlantic coastal forests of Brasil.
it in a fraction of the time it took to restore our current
If one man can restore an Amazonian pasture
reserve, thanks to the expertise we have gained. But add and turn it in to a world-class site, imagine what could
a university class or a visiting plant society, and you gain be done with all of our combined resources working tothe leverage to draw in support from a local government; gether.
now we can reach 10 neighbors who have the interest
to restore their land but only lack the means. The SER
community, with its combined skills and resources, has
the opportunity to spearhead the restoration that is now
becoming a reality in the tropics.
It’s not just financial assistance that is needed in
the developing world, it is expertise. Pick up a flora and
fauna guide to an Amazonian country, or most parts of
the world for that matter, and the authors are Americans
or Europeans. Developing countries will not have the
capacity to fully restore and manage their natural areas
until a significant investment is made to improve the
standard of education and research.
photo courtesy of Omar Tello
The ecological restoration community also
needs to examine the manner in which it can provide
Matt Bare is a Peace Corps volunteer
assistance. Logistical, cultural, and language difficulties
working in the Amazon region of Ecuador.
need to be bridged, and an excellent resource is volunOmar Tello is the creator of the Orchid and
teer groups such as the Peace Corps and other similar
organizations. Peace Corps volunteers live in developing
Botanical Garden of Puyo, Ecuador.
countries for two years, making vital community connections and adapting to local languages and customs.
However, most Peace Corps volunteers come in with http://www.jardinbotanicolasorquideas.com/
limited technical skills and even more limited access to
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Members-in-the-News
Community-based Coral
Restoration
An October 2009 press release
from the Coral Reef Targeted Research (CRTR) Program reported
on the efforts of SERI member
Dr. Ed Gomez and the program’s
Southeast Asian Centre of Excellence to organize a series of training workshops for local villagers
interested in forming part of a community-based coral reef restoration
team in the northwestern Philippines. The first training workshop,
held in April 2008, was attended
by 70 people representing a diverse
cross-section of the local community, and the attendees learned
about coral biology, ecology and
the basics of restoration in preparation for future coral transplantation
activities. To read the press release
and learn more about the project,
visit http://www.gefcoral.org/
CRTRatIWC2009/Story9Communityrestorationofcoral/tabid/4302/
language/en-US/Default.aspx

The Art of Restoration
The University of Washington’s
University Week news source
reported on December 3, 2009
that students in two restoration
ecology classes participated in a
creative new approach to restoring
the UW’s Union Bay Natural Area
that combined ecological restoration and environmental art. Professors Jonathan Bakker and Amy
Lambert, both SERI members,
worked together to lead the students in removing invasive Himalayan blackberry from the site and
then turning the canes into large,
expressive works of art. To read
more about this novel project, visit
http://uwnews.org/uweek/article.
aspx?id=54080

salam’s government-led initiatives
to protect and restore its forests.
According to Dr. Florentine, Brunei
has taken important steps toward
ensuring healthy forest ecosystems
into the future and should now
develop monitoring programs to
complement its restoration efforts. To read the full article, visit
http://www.brudirect.com/index.
php/2010010713535/First-Stories/
brunei-one-step-ahead-in-forestprotection.html

Species Lost…and Then Found
The San Francisco Chronicle reported on December 26, 2009 that
Daniel Gluesenkamp, director of
habitat restoration at California’s
Audubon Canyon Ranch, discovered a wild specimen of endemic
Franciscan manzanita (Arctostaphylos franciscana) near the Golden
Gate Bridge in San Francisco. This
species, adapted to the unique conditions along San Francisco Bay,
had last been seen in the wild in
1947 and was believed extinct prior
to Gluesenkamp’s discovery. Area
botanists are ecstatic with the find
and have taken steps to protect this
rare specimen in hopes of using
it to save the species from extinction. To read the full article, visit
http://www.sfgate.com/cgi-bin/article.
cgi?f=/c/a/2009/12/26/BA0L1B57HP.
DTL

Brunei One Step Ahead
The Brunei Times on January 8,
2010 reported on a conversation
with Dr. Singarayer Florentine
from the University of Ballarat
in Australia about Brunei Darus-

A New Director for the University
of California Natural Reserve
System
The University of California
Newsroom announced on December 17, 2009 that Peggy L. Fielder
has been named the new director
of the University of California
Natural Reserve System (http://
nrs.ucop.edu/). Fielder is an internationally renowned conservation
biologist who has made a number
of important contributions to the
field, including the founding of
the country’s first conservation
biology master’s degree program
while a professor at San Francisco State University. To read the
press release, visit http://www.
universityofcalifornia.edu/news/
article/22570

Keep Us Posted!
Been working on an interesting
project? Been in the news lately?
Written a book, article, paper?
We’ll be happy to highlight it on
our Members in the News feature
or Restoration Showcase on the
SER homepage. Just send your materials to Levi Wickwire (levi@ser.
org). Keep your fellow members in
the loop.
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SER Chapter News
Northwest

Southeast

The SER Northwest Chapter,
in partnership with the Washington
Chapter of The Wildlife Society,
will host a joint regional conference
February 16-19, 2010 at the Tulalip
Resort in Tulalip, Washington. The
conference will include 3 days of
technical presentations, 5 special
workshops and symposia, and 8
separate fieldtrips, along with an
exciting slate of featured speakers.
Visit the SERNW website (www.
SERNW.org) and register online
before February 2 to take advantage
of early registration discounts.

The first joint meeting between
the SER Southeast Chapter and the
Southeast Exotic Pest Plant Council
will take place May 11-13, 2010 in
Chattanooga, Tennessee. The meeting will bring together practitioners
from the fields of ecological restoration and invasive plant species
research and management around the
theme: Disturbance and Change, Invasive Plants and Paths to Recovery.
Plenary and concurrent sessions will
address Chattanooga’s green initiatives, restoration of native grasses in
the southeast, and the costs associated with invasive plants. For more
information, visit the conference
website at http://www.se-eppc.
org/2010/

Midwest-Great Lakes
The second annual meeting
of the SER Midwest-Great Lakes
Chapter will be held April 9 and 10,
2010 at the University of WisconsinMadison Arboretum. In recognition
of the fact that the meeting site is
considered to be the birthplace of
ecological restoration, the theme
for this meeting is an exploration
of how the past, present, and future
influence ecological restoration in
the mid-western United States. We
welcome abstracts that are directly
related to the meeting theme, as well
as abstracts involving any ecological
restoration topic from all individuals,
institutions, and disciplines involved
in ecological restoration. For more
details and to download a copy of the

photo courtesy of Omar Tello

Call for Abstracts, visit www.ser.org/
content/SERMWGL.asp

Mid-Atlantic
The SER Mid-Atlantic Chapter
will hold its 5th Annual Conference, Ecological Restoration: Why
Bother?, on Friday, February 19,
2010 at Rutgers University in New
Brunswick, New Jersey. A full day
of informative presentations and
engaging discussions will explore
the theme of ecological restoration within the contexts of climate
change and urbanization, and will
challenge some of the fundamental
assumptions and objectives of our
work in this field. For more details,
visit the chapter website (www.ser.
org/midatl) or contact Mid-Atlantic
Chapter President Michael Leff at
mleff@pennhort.org.

Europe
The 7th SER Europe Conference
on Ecological Restoration, Ecological Restoration and Sustainable
Development: Establishing Links
Across Frontiers, is set to take place
August 23-27, 2010 at the Pope’s
Palace in the southern French city of
Avignon. Abstracts are due by March
1, 2010, and early register ends
May 15, 2010. Visit the conference
website for more information: http://
www.seravignon2010.org

SERNW Provides Funding Opportunity for Students of Ecological Restoration!
In 2009, the Society for Ecological Restoration Northwest (SERNW) initiated a small grants
program to support students conducting research on the restoration of natural systems (e.g., forests,
wetlands, shrub-steppe) within the Pacific and Interior Northwest ecoregion (WA, OR, MT, ID, BC, Northern CA). The program is open to social or natural science graduate and upper-level undergraduate students. Three grants of up to $1,000 will be awarded in 2010. For more information about the scholarship program, see: https://www.ser.org/sernw/studentgrants.asp.
SERNW is challenging other chapters to create similar opportunities for students in their ecoregions. Creating a grant program provides funding for cutting-edge research in restoration, acknowledges outstanding student achievement and, perhaps most importantly, encourages students to be active
members of SERI and its chapters.
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New Books & Articles
Restoring Natural Capital
in Arid and Semiarid
Regions: Combining
Ecosystem Health with
Human Wellbeing
Morgan Lacombe and
James Aronson

The French Scientific
Committee on Desertification
(CSFD) has launched a new
series entitled “Les dossiers
thématiques du CSFD”, which
is designed to provide sound scientific information on desertification,
its implications and stakes. This
CSFD special issue no. 7 presents
major features of the “restoring natural capital” (RNC) concept applied
to arid and semiarid regions, where
social conflict for access to natural
resources has become increasingly
prevalent. Several sites in arid and
semiarid regions throughout the
world are discussed to illustrate the
elementary concepts of natural capital restoration through virtual field
visits, and an alternative approach
to environmental management that
is socioeconomically fair and ecologically sustainable is presented.
This approach entails restoring the
already substantially degraded natural capital in these areas under harsh
climatic conditions in order to prevent further deterioration of human
and social capital and better meet
communities’ needs.
http://issuu.com/csfd/docs/dossier7-eng

Ecological Restoration: A Global
Challenge
Francisco A. Comin

While scientists focus on the
ecological basis of habitat repair,
restoration practitioners, governmental and non-governmental organizations, and local people tend to

worry about social, economic, cultural and political aspects of restoration. This book discusses the value
of ecological restoration using examples that include tropical forests
in Vietnam and Australia; degraded
environments in China as a paradigm for global issues; the restoration of wetlands and the coastal
zone; and how best to proceed with
urban development. The author also
provides a unique assessment of
how ecological restoration can be
used against the impacts of climate
change. In addition to offering strategies for extending ecological restoration to a global scale, the book
also provides useful ideas and tools
for the everyday work of professionals, researchers and students.

beneficial. It addresses the linkages between forestry, biodiversity, and development / poverty
reduction. The summaries and
examples included in this booklet show how biodiversity and
sustainable economic development can go hand in hand. The
primary target audiences for the
guide are government officers
and decision-makers in the various government agencies related
to forestry (at global, regional,
national and local levels), as well
as development practitioners. The
materials presented can also be useful to corporate and NGO planners.

http://www.cbd.int/development/doc/
cbd-good-practice-guide-forestrybooklet-web-en.pdf

The Wetlands Handbook

Edited by Edward Maltby and Tom
Barker

This book includes 42 chapters by international experts from a
wide range of disciplines, making it
the essential tool for those seeking
a comprehensive understanding of
the subject. A departure from more
traditional treatises, this text examines freshwater wetland ecosystem
http://www.cambridge.org/catalogue/
science from the fundamentals to
catalogue.asp?isbn=9780521877114#c issues of management and policy.
ontributors
The text is illustrated by numerous
examples, emphasizing functional
A Good Practice Guide:
and holistic approaches to wetland
Sustainable Forest Managemanagement, including case studies
ment, Biodiversity and
on the wise use and rehabilitation of
Livelihoods
wetlands in farmed, urban, industriSecretariat of the Convention on
al and other damaged environments,
Biological Diversity
and highlighting the long-term benefits of multiple use. The Wetlands
This booklet is part of a series of Handbook will provide an invaluGood Practice Guides produced by able reference for researchers, manthe Convention on Biological Di- agers, policy-makers and students
versity (CBD). It provides a range of wetland sciences.
of case studies and other materi- http://www3.interscience.wiley.
als to make the forest sector more com/cgi-bin/bookhome/122580025
biodiversity-friendly, and socially
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SER International and Island Press Book Series:
What to Look for in the First Year of the Second Decade
of the New Millennium
By James Aronson, Karen Holl, and Barbara Dean
with Editorial Advisory Board members Margaret Palmer, Don Falk, and Richard Hobbs.

T

he Science and Practice of Ecological Restoration Book Series is a joint project of SER International and
the not-for-profit environmental publisher Island Press. Seven years old now, the Series includes 18 titles in
print (http://www.islandpress.org/ser/index.html), with 7 books under contract for publication in 2010 and 2011,
and half a dozen more under consideration. The Series embraces the entire breadth of the rapidly evolving field
of ecological restoration. The range of books reflects SER International’s and Island Press’ broad perspective
and mission for an ever-wider public concerned with conservation, sustainable use, and restoration, a growing
audience that includes practitioners and land managers as well as scientists, teachers, and students. We believe
that restoration is a topic, a field, a transdisciplinary theatre of encounters and collaborations among scientists
and non-scientists that will have more and more actors and players in the coming decades.

New Books to Look for in 2010
Restoring Ecological Health to Your Land, by Steven I. Apfelbaum and Alan Haney. This is the first book in
the Series to address restorationists and would-be restorationists with little or no scientific training or background. Apfelbaum and Haney provide the practical “how to” information and knowledge practitioners need to
plan and implement ecological restoration activities. Available May 2010.
Restoring Disturbed Landscapes: Putting Principles into Practice, by David J. Tongway and John A. Ludwig
A hands-on guide for individuals and groups seeking to improve the functional capacity of landscapes, abundantly illustrated with photos and figures. Available July 2010.

W

e hope you share our excitement about these new books in YOUR series. Please help to spread the word
to people who want to know more about restoration. Any of us can provide flyers or other information to
hand out to friends and colleagues.
We are always looking for new book ideas and authors. If you have a suggestion—an information, need, a proposal or idea—please get in touch with any of us. On to 2010!
James Aronson; james.aronson@cefe.cnrs.fr
Karen Holl; kholl@ucsc.edu
Barbara Dean; bdean@islandpress.org
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